
 

  Dumb Charades event: The Biochemical society SJU. 

The Biochemical Society at SJU orchestrated a memorable evening on 30th October, hosting a unique 

scientists/lab equipment dumb charades event. The gathering, a fusion of entertainment and educational 

engagement, witnessed an enthusiastic turnout of participants from the 1st to 3rd year, all eager to 

showcase their acting prowess and biochemistry knowledge. 

The rules of the game were refreshingly simple - one participant at a time would act out a scientist or lab 

equipment, while the remaining team members attempted to decipher the representation. A correct guess 

resulted in a point, and the team with the highest points at the event's conclusion emerged as the victor. 

The atmosphere buzzed with creativity and enthusiasm as teams delved into the challenge. Laughter 

reverberated across the room, indicating the enjoyment and camaraderie that filled the space. 

While the competition was fierce, the triumphant individuals who clinched the top positions were: 

1st Place: Anandika from 2nd year (BcBt combination) 

2nd Place: Deboshree Datta from 1st year (BcZ combination) 

3rd Place: Armaan from 3rd year (BBZ) 

However, the event's true success lay in the collective joy experienced by all participants. The occasion 

transcended the confines of a competition, providing a fantastic platform for the community to unite, 

enjoy, and deepen their understanding of biochemistry. 

The event's significance extended beyond the winners, as it fostered a sense of community among 

biochemistry enthusiasts. It served as a reminder that learning and enjoyment can go hand in hand, creating 

a space where knowledge is shared, and laughter is abundant. 

A heartfelt thank you was extended to all participants for their lively involvement. Special recognition was 

also reserved for the event heads whose meticulous planning and execution ensured the success of this 

delightful and educational venture. The Biochemical Society at SJU proved once again that science and fun 

are a winning combination. 

For the Images of the Dumb Charades event., kindly refer to the Photo Gallery: 

https://sju.edu.in/gallery/58 
 


